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Abstract: Network coding is a novel method for transmitting data, which
has been recently proposed, and has been shown to have potential to improve
wireless network performance.
In this article, we study using network coding for one specific case of mul-
ticast, broadcasting. Precisely, we focus on (energy-)efficient broadcasting in
a multi-hop wireless networks: transmitting data from one source to all nodes
with a small number of retransmissions. It is known that finding an efficient
method to broadcast, is essentially summarized in selecting proper transmission
rates of each node.
Our contribution, is proposing a simple and efficient method for determining
a rate selection. Our method adapts dynamically and uses only local dynamic in-
formation of neighbors: Dynamic Rate Adaptation from Gap with Other Nodes
(D.R.A.G.O.N.). The rationale of this rate selection method is detailed from
some logical arguments. Experimental results illustrate the behavior of the
method, and its excellent performance.
Key-words: wireless networks, network coding, broadcasting, multi-hop,
adaptive algorithm
Codage re´seau pour la diffusion dans les re´seaux
sans fil:
se´lection de de´bit par des heuristiques
dynamiques
Re´sume´ : Le codage re´seau est une nouvelle me´thode pour transmettre des
donne´es qui a e´te´ propose´e recemment, et dont le potentiel pour ame´liorer la
performance des re´seaux sans fil a e´te´ de´montre´.
Dans cet article, nous utilisons le codage re´seau pour un cas spe´cifique de
multi-diffusion: la diffusion a` tout le re´seau. Plus pre´cisemment, nous nous
inte´ressons a` une diffusion efficace en termes d’e´nergie: la transmission d’une
source a` tous les noeuds avec un petit nombre de retransmissions. Il est connu
que trouver une me´thode efficace de diffusion, se rame`ne essentiellement a` choisir
les de´bits approprie´s de chaque noeud.
Notre contribution est la proposition d’une me´thode simple et efficace pour
de´terminer cette se´lection de de´bits. Notre me´thode s’adapte dynamiquement et
utilise exclusivement l’information locale (dynamique) des voisins: adaptation
dynamique du de´bit a` partir de l’e´cart avec d’autres noeuds. L’ide´e derrie`re
cette se´lection de de´bit est de´taille´e avec des arguments logiques. Des re´sultats
expe´rimentaux illustrent le comportement de la me´thode et son excellent performance.
Mots-cle´s : re´seaux sans fil, codage re´seau, diffusion, multi-sauts, algorithme
adaptatif
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1 Introduction
Seminal work from Ahlswede, Cai, Li and Yeung [1] has shown that network cod-
ing, where intermediate nodes mix information from different flows, can achieve
higher throughput for multicasting than classical routing. Since then, network
coding has been shown to be specially useful in the context of wireless commu-
nications and in the context of multicast.
In this article, we will focus on using network coding as an efficient method
to broadcast data to the entire wireless network, where the cost is the total
number of transmissions. Such an approach can be considered to be both energy-
efficient, considering the energy cost of each transmission on devices with limited
battery life, or to be a more general heuristic for efficiency in order to alleviate
the congestion in the network. Results from information theory indicate that,
for single source broadcast, that optimality may be achieved by a simple coding
method, random linear coding. [2,3] Then the key parameter for a given instance
of a network is essentially the average retransmission rate of the nodes —
established on the entire duration of the stream (even for packet networks,
see [3] for a recent synthesis of such results): the broadcast efficiency in terms
of the number of transmissions can be evaluated with the average rates.
As a result, finding an optimal solution to minimize the cost consists of
finding the optimal average rate of every node [2, 3]: a rate selection. The
problem is then reformulated:
• Problem statement: how to find a rate selection with good perfor-
mance?
In fact, [5, 4, 6] have shown that optimal rate selection may be effectively
obtained by solving linear programs – thus in polynomial time; and possibly in
a distributed fashion ( [6] for instance).
However, a different, even simpler, approach is possible: previous work [7]
has shown that a simple rate selection heuristic would achieve asymptotically
the optimal efficiency for homogeneous large and dense wireless networks of the
plane: essentially setting the same rate on every node. For actual networks, this
rate selection may be adjusted with simple heuristics using local topology: such
heuristics have been explored in [8]. They performed well; however in special
cases such as sparse networks, it was found that the performance decreased, and
local topology information does not seem sufficient to detect such cases.
In this article, we start from the same general idea of finding not necessarily
an optimal rate selection, but a simple and efficient rate selection. We also start
from the logic used in methods in [8], but with the novel approach of using simple
dynamic information to adapt the rates, rather than static topology information.
There are several advantages in doing so; first, the problematic cases which
cannot be detected from static local topology information, may be discovered
from dynamic information. Second, in a real network, the network itself evolves
dynamically, (for instance packet loss rate or topology may change), and hence
the rate selection can no longer be a fixed constant rate. These dynamic features
require dynamic adaption in any case.
Our key contributions are the proposal of a new heuristic for rate selections,
its analysis based using insights from theory, and an experimental investigation
of the performance with simulations.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 details the general
framework, section 3 provides some background about network coding, section 4
details the new heuristic, DRAGON, section 5 analyzes performance with experi-
mental results and section 6 concludes.
2 Framework
As indicated in the section 1, this article focuses on an efficient network coding
method to perform broadcast.
We assume that a fixed number of nodes are present in a multi-hop wire-
less network. Inside the network, there is one source which will transmit a
finite number of packets (referred to as the generation size). Other nodes are
retransmitting the packets with network coding (as described in section 3.1).
The objective is broadcasting: eventually every node will have obtained a
copy of the packets originated from the source.
In general terms, as seen in section 1, the performance of a network coding
method is derived from the average rates of the nodes, and we focus on methods
which explicitly select rates of the node: rate selection (see section 3.1.4). Once
the rates of the nodes are defined, there exists a limit for the rate of the source,
the maximum broadcast rate. Below it, nodes have asymptotically great chances
to decode all packets, and beyond it, they cannot.
In this article, we introduce a heuristic for selecting rates: DRAGON. It does
not assume a specific type of network topology; the only assumption is that one
transmission reaches several neighbors at the same time.
The rate selection of DRAGON is constructed in a similar manner to previously
published heuristics (further described in section 4); as a result, the property
of efficiency of DRAGON is inherited from these heuristics (see section 4). The
previous heuristics had been proven to be either asymptotically optimal or ex-
perimentally efficient, with the following models of multi-hop wireless network:
where nodes are distributed uniformly (at random or in a grid); and with unit
disk graphs models [15], where two nodes are neighbors whenever their distance
is lower than a fixed radio range.
However, DRAGON is also constructed as a feedback control: from the expected
dynamic behavior of network coding (namely a linear increasing with time of the
information received, see section 3.2.1), it will detect inadequacies in the rate
selection, and will adjust it accordingly. Owning to this afterfact adaptation
ability, it is able to use a pessimistic strategy, which decreases the rates for
nodes whose transmissions are not absolutely guaranteed to be beneficial.
In addition, the performance, the number of transmissions per source packet,
is identical after scaling the rates. We will assume that such rates are scaled so
that nodes operate below the wireless capacity.
3 Network Coding Background
In this section, several known results about network coding are presented: prac-
tical aspects in section 3.1, and theoretic performance in section 3.2.
INRIA
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3.1 Practical Network Coding
3.1.1 Linear Coding
Network coding consists in performing coding inside the network. One notable
method of coding is linear coding [9] (see also [10]).
Starting with the assumption that all packets have identical size, with linear
coding, the packets can viewed as vectors of coefficients of a fixed Galois field
F
n
q . Then this makes possible to compute linear combinations of them: this
is the coding operation in linear coding. Since all packets originate from the
source, at any point of time a node v will possess a set coded packets, every of
which is a linear combination of the original source packets:
ithcoded packet at node v : p
(v)
i =
j=k∑
j=1
ai,jPj
where the (Pj)j=1,...,k are k packets generated from the source. The sequence of
coefficients for p
(v)
i , [ai,1, ai,2, . . . , ai,n] is the coding vector of coded packet p
(v)
i .
If, for instance, the field is F2, then the packets are viewed as sequence of
bits, and the addition of vectors is an exclusive or. The coefficients are 0 or 1,
i.e. every coded packet is the exclusive-or of a subset of source packets.
3.1.2 Random Linear Coding
With linear coding, an issue is selecting coefficients for the previous linear combi-
nations. Whereas centralized deterministic methods exist, [2] presented a coding
method, which does not require coordination of the nodes, random linear cod-
ing: when a node wishes to transmit a packet, computes a linear combination
of all the coded packets that it possess, with randomly selected coefficients (αi),
and sends the coded packet:
coded packet =
∑
i
αip
(v)
i
This approach is made practical, with the proposition in [12], to add a spe-
cial header containing coding vector of the transmitted packet. Therefore, the
packets are blocks of symbols over a field Fnp : (s1, s2, ..., sh), and with the
header of coefficients of coding vector (gi)i=1,...,D, and they are transmitted
as (g1, g2, . . . , gD; s1, s2, . . . , sh). The new coding vector (gi) is computed from
the randomly selected coefficients αi and the previous coding vectors (ai,j) as
seen in section 3.1.1.
3.1.3 Decoding, Vector Space, and Rank
The node will recover the source packets {Pj} from the packets {p
(v)
i }, consid-
ering the matrix of coefficients {ai,j} from section 3.1.1. Decoding amounts to
inverting this matrix, for instance with Gaussian elimination.
Thinking in terms of coding vectors, at any point of time, it is possible to
associate with one node v, the vector space, Πv spawned by the coding vectors,
and which is identified with the matrix. The dimension of that vector space,
denoted Dv, Dv , dimΠv, is also the rank of the matrix. In the rest of this
RR n° 6349
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article, by abuse of language, we will call rank of a node, that rank and dimen-
sion. Ultimately a node can decode all source packets when the rank is equal
to the the total number of source packets (generation size). See also [11].
It is a direct metric for the amount of useful received packets, and a received
packet is called innovative when it increases the rank of the receiving node.
3.1.4 Rate Selection
In random linear coding, the remaining decision is when to send packets. This
could be done by deterministic algorithms; for instance, [11] proposes algorithms
which take a decision of sending or not another packet upon reception.
In this article, we consider “rate selections”: at every point of time, an
algorithm is deciding the rate of every node. We denote V the set of nodes,
and Cv(τ) the rate of the node v ∈ V at time τ . Then, random linear coding
operates as indicated on algorithm 1. With this scheduling, the parameter
Algorithm 1: Random Linear Coding with Rate Selection
Source scheduling: the source transmits sequentially the D vectors1.1
(packets) of a generation with rate Cs.
Nodes’ start and stop conditions: The nodes start transmitting1.2
when they receive the first vector but they continue transmitting until
themselves and their neighbors have enough vectors to recover the D
source packets.
Nodes’ scheduling: every node v retransmits linear combinations of the1.3
vectors it has, and waits for a delay computed from the rate distribution.
which varies, is the delay, and we choose to compute it as an approximation
from the rate Cv(t) as: delay ≈ 1/Cv(t).
Notice that all the rates {Cv} may be scaled by the same amount, as long
as the network stays below the wireless network capacity limits (considering
interferences). The cost is identical. We will assume that a scaling is performed
so that, arbitrarily, Cs =M , where M is the average number of neighbors.
3.2 Performance of Wireless Network Coding
3.2.1 Network Coding and Maximum Broadcast Rate
One of the notable existing results is that random linear coding [2], performs
asymptotically as efficiently as any other network coding method (it is capacity
achieving), for the case of single source multicast [14].
Another notable result, relates to the performance of random linear coding,
is one of a series of information-theoretic results about (the capacity region with)
network coding, starting with [1]. It is the following [3]: with random linear
coding, the source may transmit at a rate arbitrarily close to some fixed rate,
the maximum broadcast rate – which is the min-cut of an hypergraph (defined
later) – and at the end of the broadcast, all the destinations can decode with
a probability pe. The error probability pe may be made arbitrarily small, by
increasing the generation size. This asymptotic result is independent of field
size [3].
INRIA
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As indicated, the maximum broadcast rate of the source is the rate limit,
above which the nodes will not be able to decode, is given by the min-cut from
the source to each individual destination of the network, viewed as a hypergraph
for wireless networks [13, 6].
The idea behind the min-cut, is to cut the network into two parts, and check
the total rate transmitted from nodes in the part including the source, to nodes
of the other part. It turns out the minimum such total rate between partitions,
for all possible partitions, is exactly the maximum broadcast rate.
Formally: let us consider the source s, and one of the broadcast destinations
t ∈ V . The definition of an s-t cut is: a partition of the set of nodes V in two
sets S, T such as s ∈ S and t ∈ T . Let us denote ∆S, the set of nodes of S that
are neighbors of at least one node of T ; the capacity of the cut C(S) is defined
as the maximum rate between the nodes in S and the nodes in T :
∆S , {v ∈ S : N (v) ∩ T 6= ∅} and C(S) ,
∑
v∈∆S
Cv (1)
Let Q(s, t) be the set of s-t cuts. The min-cut between s and t is the cut
in Q(s, t) with the minimum capacity. Let us denote Cmin(s, t) as its capacity.
From [13,6], the maximum broadcast rate is given by the minimum of capacity
of the min-cut of every destination, Callmin(s). Formally:
Cmin(s, t) , min
(S,T )∈Q(s,t)
C(S) ; Callmin(s) , min
t∈V\{s}
Cmin(s, t) (2)
From [14, 3], when using random linear coding, with any scheduling, the
maximum broadcast rate is the the capacity of the min-cut computed using
average rates in the previous equations.
From the previous results, the dynamic behavior of the rank of one node
is also known: assume that the source is transmitting with a rate Cs lower or
equal to the maximum broadcast rate Callmin(s). Then the rank of one node vt,
will grow linearly with time τ as: Dt(τ) ≈ Cs × τ .
If the source is transmitting with a rate too large, then it will be bounded
by the min-cut: Dt(τ) ≈ Cmin(s, t)× τ .
4 Heuristics for Rate Selection
In this section, we describe related work, prior heuristics for rate selection in
section 4.3, and the related proposed dynamic heuristic, DRAGON in section 4.4.
Before, we introduce the general concept of cut at destination and local received
rate, in section 4.1, from which all these heuristics are actually derived; and
they are connected to the maximum broadcast rate obtained as in section 3.2.1.
4.1 Local Received Rate: Cut At Destination
The cut at destination is a special case of a cut as defined section 3.2.1. Formally,
it is the partition S/T of the nodes, where T includes only the destination node
T = {t} (hence S = V \ {t}). An example is represented on Fig. 1: the
node t has neighbor nodes v1, v2, v3 and v4 (this is the set ∆S of the cut in
section 3.2.1); the capacity of the cut is the sum of the rate of these nodes,
C(S) = Cv1 + Cv2 + Cv3 + Cv4 (as given by (1)).
The capacity of the cut C(S) may be pictured as the total rate that flows
through the boundary between S and T , and the capacity of cut at destination
RR n° 6349
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Figure 1: Cut S/T at destination: ∆S = {v1, v2, v3, v4};T = {t}
is simply the total rate at received one node from its neighbors: the local received
rate.
4.2 Cut At Destination, Min-Cut and Efficiency
From section 3.2.1, maximum broadcast rate of the source is the capacity of the
min-cut. Therefore it is lower than the capacity of any cut at destination (= any
local received rate). Notice that in general, the min-cut need not to be the cut
Figure 2: Example topology (source is the larger node)
at one destination: for instance in one example topology of Fig. 2, one unique
node is connecting the left and right parts of the network. If, for instance, all
the nodes had an identical average rate lower than the source, then that center
node would be the bottleneck, and the min-cut would be the partition S/T with:
on one side, all nodes in right part which containing the source plus that center
(set S); and on the other side, all the nodes of the left part (set T ).
One link between the cut at destination and min-cut comes from [7]: a spe-
cific rate selection was studied (“IREN/IRON”: Increased Rate for Exceptional
Nodes, Identical Rate for Other Nodes), where all nodes have the same rate,
except from the source and the nodes near the edge of the network. One result
was that the min-cut is essentially equal to the number of neighbors in some
specific cases. This implies that in those cases, the min-cut is essentially one
cut at destination.
In addition, under the same asymptotic conditions, it was proved on av-
erage the proportion of non-innovative transmissions would converge towards
0. This proved asymptotic optimal efficiency - for the metric of the number of
transmissions per broadcast packet, and an advantage over non-coding.
INRIA
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4.3 Prior Static Heuristics using Cut At Destination
From section 4.2, we saw that the min-cut is related to the local received rate in
some cases of homogeneous networks. However, when the nodes have different
numbers of neighbors, a first step is to adjust it, in order that the local received
rate would be at least the broadcast rate of the source,M , for every destination:
indeed, every node in the network should receive at least a total rate M from
its neighbors.
A heuristic was explored in [8], inspired from [11], using the following logic.
A simple way to ensure that the local received rate of every node is at least equal
toM , is the following: when a node has h neighbors, every of its neighbors would
have a rate at least equal to M
h
. Then the local received rate is always at least
the sum of h such rates; indeed greater or equal to M . This yields the following
rate selection:
 IRMS (Increased Rate for the Most Starving node) [8]: the rate of a node
v is set to Cv, with:
Cv = k max
u∈Hv
M
|Hu|
where Hw is the set of neighbors of w, |Hw| is its size, and k = 1 is a
global adjustment factor.
In [11], and in a slightly different context (not explicitly a rate selection,
broadcast all-to-all), theoretical arguments were given for ability to decode in
the case of general networks when k ≥ 3; but again, [7] is showing that k = 1 is
sufficient, asymptotically.
In [8], IRMS (k = 1) was explored experimentally, and although overall good
performance was observed, in the case of sparser networks, phenomena occurred
where only a few nodes would connect one part of the network to another, in a
similar fashion to the center node in Fig. 2. In networks similar to Fig. 2, the
rate of the nodes linking two parts of the network, would be dependent on how
many of them are present: such information is not available from local topology
information.
4.4 New Dynamic Heuristic, DRAGON
The previous heuristics for rate selection were static, using simple local topology
information, and the rates would be constant as long as the topology would
remain identical.
In this article, a different approach is chosen. The starting point is the
observation that with fixed rates, the rank of a node v, will grow linearly with
time, asDv(τ) ≈ Cmin(s, v)×τ , i.e. proportionally to the capacity of the min-cut
from the source s to the node (see section 3.2.1). With a correct rate selection,
one would expect this min-cut to be close to the source rate Cmin(s, v) ≈ M
in every node, and hence would expect that all the ranks of all nodes grow at
the same pace. Failure to do so is a symptom that the rate selection requires
adjustment.
FromDv(τ), the rank of a node v at time τ , let us define gv(τ), the maximum
gap of rank with its neighbors, normalized by the number of neighbors, that is:
gv(τ) , max
v∈Hu
Dv(τ) −Du(τ)
|Hu|
RR n° 6349
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We propose the following rate selection, DRAGON Dynamic Rate Adaptation
from Gap with Other Nodes, which adjusts the rates dynamically, based on that
gap of rank between one node and its neighbors as follows:
 DRAGON: the rate of node v is set to Cv(τ) at time τ as:
• if gv(τ) > 0 then: Cv(τ) = αgv(τ)
where α is some constant
• Otherwise, the node stops sending encoded packets until gv(τ) becomes
larger than 0
This heuristic has some strong similarities, with the reasonings presented in
section 4.3, and with IRMS. Consider the cut at one destination v: then DRAGON
ensures that every node will receive a total rate at least equal to the average
gap of one node and its neighbors scaled by α, that is the local received rate at
time τ verifies:
C(V \ {v}) ≥ α
(
1
|Hv|
∑
u∈Hv
Du(τ)−Dv(τ)
)
which would ensure that the gap would be closed in time ≈≤ 1
α
, if the neighbors
did not receive new innovative packets.
4.5 Theoretical Analysis of DRAGON
4.5.1 Overview
In effect, DRAGON is performing a feedback control, which intends to equalize the
rank of one node to the rank of its neighbors, by adapting the rate of the nodes.
However, notice that the precise control-theoretic analysis of DRAGON is com-
plicated by the fact the rank gap does not behave like a simple “physical”
output, and that we have the following properties, for two neighbor nodes u, v:
 If Du > Dv, then every transmission of u received by v will increase the
rank of v (is innovative).
 If Du ≤ Dv, then a transmission of u received by v, may or may not,
increase the rank of v, both cases may occur.
The last property may be illustrated in the network on Fig. 2. Consider the
center node: it is the only node connecting the two parts of the network, hence
all nodes on the left part of the network received vectors that went through
it, and any transmission received from the left, will not be innovative for the
center node. Now, imagine that another node is added, out of range of center
node, such as it also connects the two parts of the network. In that case, some
transmissions from the left are likely to become innovative for the center node
(depending on the overall rate selection).
As a result, there is some uncertainty in the control about the effect of in-
creasing the rate of a neighbor that has greater rank than another node. A
refined dynamic approach would be gather detailed statistics about the innova-
tion rate, and use this information in the control; however the approach used in
DRAGON is simpler and more direct: if a node has lower rank than all its neigh-
bors, it will stop sending packets - this amounts to pessimistically estimate that
transmissions from nodes with higher rank are non-innovative.
Although this would tend to make the rates less stable with time, intuitively
this property might allow DRAGON to be more efficient. Note also from sec-
INRIA
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tion 3.2.1, that there is no direct penalty for unstable rates: only the average
rates matter for the maximum broadcast rate (and also for the cost).
4.5.2 Insights from Tandem Networks
Although the exact modelling of the control is complex, some insight may be
gained from approximation.
Consider one path (s = v0, v1, . . . vn) from the source s to a given node vn,
such as on Fig. 3.
Figure 3: Line network
Denote Dk , Dvk , Ck , Cvk . Assume now that the ranks in the nodes
verify Dk+1(τ) < Dk(τ), for k = 0, . . . , n − 1, and then a fluid approximation
yields the following equations:
dDk+1(τ)
dτ
= Ck(τ) + Ik(τ) with αk =
α
|Hvk+1 |
(3)
Ck(τ) = αk(Dk(τ) −Dk+1(τ − δk(τ))) (4)
where Ik(τ) is the extra innovative packet rate at vk from other neighbors than
vk−1 and δk(τ) is the delay for node k + 1 to get information about the rank
of its neighbor k. If rank is piggybacked on each transmitted packet, then
δk(τ) ≈
1
Ck(τ)
.
If we make the approximation that δk(τ) = 0, and if we consider a linear
network composed exclusively of the path, then αk =
1
2α and Ik(τ) = 0. Let
β , 12α. In that case, (3) and (4) yields a sequence of first order equations for
Dk, solvable with standard resolution methods:
Dk(τ) =Mτ − (1− e
−βτ )
kM
β
− e−βτPk(τ) (5)
where Pk(τ) is a polynomial of τ with Pk(0) = 0. This result shows that in
that case the ranks are Dk(t) ≈Mτ plus an additional term: when τ ≪
1
β
, this
term is ≈ Pk(τ) and is 0 for τ = 0 ; whereas when τ ≫
1
β
this term is ≈ kM
β
.
The conclusion is that, for a line network, when τ → ∞, the rank of the
nodes v0, v1, . . . , vk are such as the dimension gap between two neighbors is
M
β
,
and this occurs after a time on the order of magnitude of 1
β
= 2
α
: the rank of
the nodes decreases linearly from the source to the edge of the network.
5 Experimental Results
5.1 Model, Metrics, Environment and Scenarios
In order to evaluate the performance of DRAGON, we performed extensive simu-
lations, which are detailed in this section. The focus of the DRAGON algorithm is
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on wireless ad hoc networks, and simulations were performed either for random
uniform graphs (inside a square) or with the reference network of Fig. 2, in
which one node connecting two parts. This last network is of special interest
because it exemplifies features found in sparse networks, where static heuristics
fail.
Parameter Value(s)
Number of nodes 200
Range defined by M , expectation of number
of nodes in one neighborhood. M = 8
Position of the nodes random uniform i.i.d -or- net. on Fig. 2
Generation size 500
Field Fp p = 1078071557
α (in DRAGON) α = 1
Table 1: Default simulation parameters.
The default simulation parameters are given in table 1. The simulator used
was self-developed, with an ideal wireless model with no contention, no collision
and instant transmission/reception. For comparison purposes, NS-2 (version
2.31) was also used its default parameters.
The metric for (energy-)efficiency that is used in simulations is: the to-
tal number of transmitted packets per source packet, and is denoted as Ecost.
Ecost ,
Total number of transmitted packets
Generation size . As mentioned in section 1, the optimal
rate selection may be computed from a linear program [6]: it is the rate selec-
tion which minimizes Ecost. In some scenarios, we computed numerically this
minimum Ecost (by a linear program solver), to obtain a reference point.
5.2 General Behavior of Wireless Network Coding
A first general view of the behavior of wireless broadcast with network coding
would separate the broadcast in three durations: the starting phase, the gen-
eral phase, and the termination phase. We simulated with IRMS, with default
parameters, on the network on Fig. 2. Results are illustrated on Fig. 5.2: the
average innovative packet rate received by nodes in the network, depending on
the time. In the starting phase, the nodes have not enough vectors, and then the
efficiency of network coding is limited. Hence the innovative rate is limited. In
the general phase, network coding acts as predicted. In the termination phase,
some nodes have all the packets (and are able to decode), but some other do not.
When the generation size is sufficiently large, the performance is dominated by
the behavior in the central part.
5.3 Efficiency of DRAGON
In this section, we start the analysis of the performance of various heuristics, by
considering their efficiency from Ecost. Simulations were performed on several
graphs with default parameters but M = 6 – relatively sparse networks – and
with three rate selections: optimal rate selection, IRMS, and DRAGON. The
Fig. 5.3 represents the results (for an average of 6 random graphs).
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Figure 4: Average innovative packet rate vs time
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Figure 5: Performance of different heuristics
5.3.1 Theory and Practice
The first 3 bars, are unrelated with DRAGON, and in essence, attempt to capture
the gap between theory and practice.
The first bar (label: opt(th)), is the optimal Ecost as obtained directly from
the linear program solution, without simulation. The second bar (label: opt), is
the actual measured Ecost in simulations in the ideal model wireless model, with
optimal rate selection. The third bar (label: opt−NS2) is the actual measured
Ecost in simulations with the simulator NS − 2 (packet size 512, coding vector
headers included).
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As one might see, with the default parameters, the measured efficiency when
performing actual coding with optimal rates (and generation size = 500), gives
a result rather close to numerical value of the optimal: within a few percents.
Another result is that the impact of the physical and mac layer, as simulated
by NS-2 (with 802.11, two ray ground propagation, omni-antenna), is limited
as one can see: ≈ 20% (and the channel occupation rate was approximately of
1/3).
The results are close. Therefore, because the purpose of our algorithm is
not to perform congestion control (and because the parameters chosen would
made some simulations operate above the channel capacity), in the rest, we will
present results with the ideal wireless model.
5.3.2 Efficiency of different heuristics
The two last bars of Fig. 5.3 represent the efficiency of DRAGON and IRMS re-
spectively. As one may see in this scenario, the ratio between the optimal rate
selection, and DRAGON is around 1.6, but without reaching this absolute opti-
mum, DRAGON still offers significantly superior performance to IRMS.
The gain in performance comes from the fact that the rate selection IRMS,
has lower maximum broadcast rate (in some parts of the network), than the
actual targeted one, and hence than the actual source rate. As a result, in the
parts with lower min-cut, the rate of the nodes is too high compared to the
innovation rate. Whereas with DRAGON such phenomena should not occur for
prolonged durations: this is one reason for its greater performance.
5.3.3 Impact of Field Size
Field Fp p=2 p=23 p=17333 p=1078071557
Result 8302/200 8150/200 8127/200 8127/200
Table 2: Impact of field size
As indicated in section 3.2.1, the asymptotic performance is not related with
field size. The table 2 shows the cost-per-broadcast Ecost for the reference graph
in Fig. 2, generation size = 200, and DRAGON. It appears that indeed there is
little variation (2%). To be complete, notice that because DRAGON attempts to
equalize the rank gaps, it is countering the effect that made field size secondary
in the queueing model of [3]; hence performance of DRAGON with smaller field
size is expectedly different and slightly less efficient
5.3.4 Impact of Loss Rate
By nature, random linear network coding as the property of being resilient to
losses, in the sense that one loss may be compensated by just one additional
transmission. The table table 5.3.4 indicates the performance of DRAGON, in a
Loss Rate 0 % 10 %
Result 31.99 35.596
lossless network and in a network with loss equal to 10%. The result is again
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the cost-per-broadcast Ecost (avg. number of transmissions to broadcast one
source packet). As one can compute, in the case of the lossy network, the Ecost
multiplied by the transmission success rate of the network (0.9) gives a value of
32.0364: this is normalization of the results in order to factor out the loss rate.
Then the normalized result with loss is only 0.15% higher than without loss:
indeed network coding and DRAGON are highly resilient to loss in this example.
5.3.5 Impact of Density
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Figure 6: Increasing density
On Fig. 6, simulations were performed on random graphs (avg. of 6), with
default parameters and with increasing radio range. The modified parameter
is M , the average number of nodes in one disk representing radio range. As
one may see, DRAGON performs well, comparatively to IRMS in sparser networks
which are the most problematic cases, for reasons explained previously. For
denser networks, the gap between IRMS, DRAGON and the optimal rate selection
closes.
Fig. 7 represents the impact of generation size: the efficiency of the op-
timal rate selection (theoretical and with simulations), IRMS, and DRAGON is
represented. As one might see, for the range of generation size selected, little
variation is observed.
5.4 Closer Analysis of the Behavior of DRAGON
5.5 Impact of α
In DRAGON, one parameter of the adaptation is α, and is connected to the speed at
which the rates adapt. The table I indicates the total number of transmissions
made, for the reference graph Fig. 2, and for DRAGON with different values of α;
and also for IRMS.
As one might see, first, the efficiency of IRMS on this network is rather low
(1/4 of DRAGON): indeed, the topology exemplifies properties found in the cases
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Figure 7: Impact of generation size
Value of α α = 1 α = 5 α = 10 IRMS
Total cost 16083 16272 17734 64411
Table 3:
of networks where IRMS was found to be less efficient: two parts connected by
one unique node. For various choices of α, it appears that the performance of
DRAGON decreases when α increases. This evidences the usual tradeoff between
speed of adaptation and performance. However the decrease in performance is
rather limited: we ascribe this fact to two factors. The first one, again, that for
identical average rates, different rate selections will have similar performance,
whether the rates are oscillating dramatically or not. The second one, is that
in DRAGON, the nodes stop sending encoded packets, whenever they are unsure
if its transmissions are beneficial to their neighbors.
5.5.1 Comparison with Model
On Fig. 8, some results are represented, when running DRAGON, with α = 10 on
the reference network in Fig. 2. Consider one node. At every time, it has a
rank, and this rank can be compared with the number of packets already sent
by the source: the difference between the two should be ideally 0, and a larger
value is an indication of the delay in in propagation of the source packets. Hence
that difference can be taken as a metric. We make the following statistics: for
each node, we identify the maximum value of that difference over the entire
simulation. We then plot one point on the graph: the x coordinate is the
distance of the node to the source, whereas the y is this difference.
Therefore the graph indicates how the “gap of rank with the source” evolves
with distance. First, we see that there is a large step near the middle of the
graph: this is the effect of the center node, which is the bottleneck and which
obviously induces further delay. Second, two linear parts are present on each
side of the step: this confirms the intuitions given by the models in section 4.5.2,
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Figure 9: Propagation with distance α = 1
about a linear decrease of the rank of the node from the source to the edge of
the network.
Finally, one may find simulations results for α = 1 on Fig. 9 and for α =
5, α = 10 on Fig. 10. As previously, one dot represents a node in the network,
and the x coordinate is the distance of the node to the source ; but this time
the y-coordinate is the time at which the node has received exactly half of the
generation size. This yields further indication on the propagation of the coded
packets from the source. Indeed if we compare the difference of time between
nearest node from the source, and furthest node, we get a propagation time. It
is around 35 for α = 1, 6 for α = 5 and 4 for α = 10: roughly, it is inversely
proportional to α, as expected from section 4.5.2. In addition, by comparing
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Figure 10: Propagation with distance α = 5, α = 10
Fig. 9 to Fig. 10: one sees that with higher values of α (greater reaction to gaps),
the impact of the bottleneck in center node, is dramatically reduced. Note also
that a smaller rank gap makes real-time decoding more likely.
6 Conclusion
We have introduced a simple heuristic for performing network coding in wireless
multi-hop networks: DRAGON. It is based on the idea of selecting rates of each
node, and this selection is dynamic. It operates as a feedback control, whose
target is to equalize the amount of information in neighbor nodes, and hence
indirectly in the network. The properties of efficiency of DRAGON are inherited
from static algorithms, which are constructed with a similar logic. Experimental
results have shown the excellent performance of the heuristics. Further work
includes addition of congestion control methods.
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